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Introduction 

 
Rheology is the science of deformation and flow of 

matter, whose investigation tools essentially result from 
continuum mechanics considerations. 

If elastomers are to be processed under optimum 
conditions, knowledge of rheological properties proves 
essential. Processing of rubber compounds involves the 
application of rapid and large deformations in both shear and 
elongation. This indicates that transient flow and a large 
degree of stretching are actually prevalent. Nevertheless, the 
analysis of unit operations is usually performed on the basis 
of the rheological response to steady state, mild shear flow. 

Commercial rubbers possess more complex structures 
with respect to model polymers and the non-linear rheology 
of a compound is strongly affected by changes in the 
relaxation time spectrum of its polymer matrix as 
a consequence of variations in molar mass distribution or 
branching patterns. 

In the last decade, following the requirements of Kyoto 
environmental treaty, polymer producers are facing the 
challenge of producing materials with different molecular 
structures to reach the targets set by the new regulations. 
Indeed, because of the recent restrictions in terms of carbon 
dioxide emissions into the atmosphere, the tires producers are 
focusing their attention on the reduction of rolling resistance 
while keeping constant or even improving all the other 
mechanical performances and also the processability. 

The mixing process of two partially miscible polymers, 
such as high-cis polybutadiene and natural rubber, is indeed 
strongly influenced by the rheological properties of the pure 
components. Moreover, the final mechanical properties of the 
blends strongly depend on the characteristics of the pure 
components. In the linear regime, the polymers have been 
characterized performing small angle oscillatory shear and 
creep tests. Using the Time Temperature Superposition 
technique, the dynamic mechanical spectrum has been 
determined in a wide range of frequencies and the 
corresponding relaxation spectrum has been calculated.  

The rheological properties of two blends, obtained 
mixing natural rubber with two different high-cis-BR grades 
characterized by different molecular architecture (molecular 
weight distribution and degree of branching), were analyzed 
in a wide temperature range (30–110 °C). Moreover the 
curing kinetics of these blends were investigated as a function 
of polymer structure, temperature (140–180 °C), and 

frequency (0.1–10 Hz). The morphology of the vulcanized 
mixtures was studied by AFM. A rolling resistance prediction 
was determined in the frame of Futamura’s methodology1 for 
tire evaluation. Eventually, cyclic extensions up to large 
deformation were used to characterize the vulcanized blends 
in terms of hysteresis. The high-cis polybutadiene with 
narrower molecular weight distribution and a lower degree of 
branching is promising not only in the perspective of an easier 
mixing process, but also in terms of a reduced rolling 
resistance of the cured compound. 

 
Experimental 

 
Two high-cis-BR (97 % cis content) of comparable 

Mooney Torque /ASTM D1646) were used in the present 
work, namely a commercial grade (versalis spa, named BR 
BROAD MWD) and a model polymer (versalis spa, BR 
NARROW MWD). NR/BR rubber blends (50/50) were 
obtained using a 350 cc Brabender laboratory mixer. 
Characteristics are reported in Table I. Pure polymers were 
mixed together with curing agents. Mixtures were vulcanized 
at 140 °C and 180 °C. 

Dynamic rheological measurements were performed 
with a rotational rheometer SR5000 (Rheometrics) using 
a parallel plates configuration (D = 25 mm) in the temperature 
range 30–110 C° for pure components, uncured blends and 
vulcanizates. 

The curing kinetics of the blends were investigated as 
a function of polymer structure, temperature (140–180 °C), 
and frequency (0.1–10 Hz). The morphology of the samples 
vulcanized at T = 150 °C and 1 Hz were analysed with a AFM 
Veeco Nanoscope III in tapping mode. 

Cyclic extension and retraction were applied to 
vulcanized films with a rotational rheometer Anton Paar 
Physica-MCR501 equipped with a SER Extensionale 
Platform. The tests were performed at T = 25 °C at two 
Hencky strain rates: 0.01 s-1 and 0.1 s-1. Each specimen was 
extended and retracted until completion of 4 cycles. 
 
Results and discussion 

 
The linear viscoelastic response of pure BR, pure NR 

and related unvulcanized blends is reported in Fig. 1a and 1b. 
BR BROAD is characterized by a broader spectrum of 
relaxation times and a higher elasticity at low frequency, due 
to a higher degree of branching. Mixtures based on different 
BR grades show a comparable viscoelastic response, 

High-cis-BR ML 1+4@100 °C 
MU 

Mw 
g mol–1 

Mw/Mn 
– 

BR BROAD 42 460000 4.4 
BR NARROW 40 330000 2.5 

Table I 
Characteristics of investigated BR grades 
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intermediate between pure BR and pure NR. BR NARROW 
shows a lower complex viscosity, accounting for a better 
processability. 

Differences related to the high molecular weight fraction 
are clearly observed in extensional flow, as reported in Fig. 2. 
The different position of maximum stress is related to 
different chain stretching in the transient flow behaviour. 

Vulcanization kinetics of the NR/BR BROAD mixture 
are depicted in Fig. 3 at T = 160 °C and at various 
frequencies. The increase of elastic modulus vs time is related 
to the network formation. 

A weak effect of frequency is observed, while 
temperature plays a major role (Fig. 4). Comparable results 
are obtained with the NR/BR NARROW blend. 

A kinetic constant of vulcanization has been calculated 
as follow: 

The elastic modulus of NR/BR mixtures vulcanized at 
T = 140 °C and 1 Hz has been determined at 30 °C and 110 °
C. As already pointed out, rheological properties weakly 
depend on frequency, accounting for a good vulcanization 
network. A smaller decrease of elastic modulus vs 
temperature is observed for the NR/BR NARROW mixture, 
related to a reduced number of network defects (Fig. 5). The 
G”/G’ ratio is also reported in Fig. 5. A lower value is 
observed in the case of the blend containing BR NARROW. 
These results may be related to a better rolling resistance in 
the frame of tire traction predictors, following the approach of 
Futamura1. 

 
 

 

Fig. 1a. Storage modulus vs frequency for pure components and 
uncured mixtures 

Fig. 1b. Complex viscosity vs frequency for pure components and 
uncured mixtures 

Fig. 2. Extensional response of pure componentsat constant 
Hencky strain rate 

Fig. 3. Cure kinetics of the NR/BR BROAD blend at 160 °C and 
various frequencies 
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NR/BR blends represent immiscible systems2. Both 
mixtures show a co-continuous morphology, as depicted in 
Fig. 6 (AFM images). The observed differences are related to 
the phase dispersion during mixing, as a function of the 
rheological response of the investigated BR grades. 

The uniaxial elongation of cured specimens (Fig. 7) was 
performed through repeated extension and retraction cycles 
representing a sort of Mullins3 effect of the unfilled system. 
An evident softening behaviour is observed for both samples. 
The differences between the two blends under cyclic 
extensional deformation are almost undetectable. The 
behaviour is therefore dominated by the common polymer 
(NR). Comparable mechanical properties at large strain are, 
then, expected. 

 
Conclusions 

 
A high-cis polybutadiene with low polydispersity and a 

lower degree of branching is promising not only in the 
perspective of an easier mixing process, but also in terms of a 
reduced rolling resistance of the final cured compound. 

 
Versalis spa is gratefully acknowledged for the 

permission to publish this work. 
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Fig. 4. Vulcanization constant for the NR/BR BROAD blend at 
various curing temperatures 

Fig. 5. Viscoelastic parameters of cured NR/BR mixtures at 140 °
C 

Fig. 6. AFM images (tapping mode) of cured NR/BR mixtures. 
NR/BR BROAD left, NR/BR NARROW right 

Fig. 7. Softening effect in uniaxial elongation for NR/BR mixtures 
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Abstract 

 
Some major quality problems observed in the rubber 

industry are traced to poor control of rubber compound cure 
characteristics, which results in high internal and external 
failure costs in rubber fabrication processes.  A more effective 
way to detect and investigate these problems is through the 
use of cure kinetics studies and variable temperature analysis 
(VTA) with the Rubber Process Analyzer (ASTM D6204 Part 
C test method). 

This Paper provides a review of reaction cure kinetics 
and variable temperature analysis which can be used together 
to investigate potential rubber compound problems. Several 
laboratory design of experiments with selected rubber 
compound variations were conducted to compare the 
effectiveness of both cure kinetics and VTA.  

 
Cure Kinetics 

 
The Reaction Kinetics Module can be accessed through 

the Eclipse® software package. It enables the calculation of 
additional parameters such as reaction order, reaction rate 
constant, and activation energy.  

Up to ten cure points can be used to determine the 
reaction rate constant. Changing these values will allow the 
user to concentrate on and/or ignore particular parts of the 
curve. Enabling the activation energy calculation will allow 
the user to include up to eight tests in determining the 
activation energy of the compound. These tests should be run 
at various temperatures so that the Arrhenius equation can be 
applied. 

In the Reaction Kinetics Module, there are other tabs 
that enable the user to view the curves and results of the tests. 
Under the conversion variable tab, the torque curve is 
normalized by subtracting the minimum from each point and 
then dividing by (maximum-minimum). This allows the curve 

to be plotted in a range of 0.0 to 1.0 where each value 
corresponds to a cure point. For example a value of 0.9 would 
represent the cure point tc90. Example conversion variable 
curves can be seen in the figure below. 

As one can see, these equations match the functions 
used for the scaling on the conversion curves. In the figure 
below, an example conversion curves plot is shown 
representing four tests run at different temperatures on the 
same compound.  If a plot of ln(k) versus 1/T is made, the 
slope of the linear regression line will be –Ea/R and the 
intercept will be ln(A). 

 
Variable Temperature Analysis 

 
Variable Temperature Analysis or VTA was available 

originally on the RPA in 1993. This use of digital technology 
for the first time allowed the RPA to replace the older analog 
“Cure Simulator”, which was used in the tire industry in the 
1980s.  Through the VTA feature, an RPA could now be 
programmed to follow exactly a time-temperature profile 
from a thermocouple tire cure study just as the earlier cure 
simulators did. However this VTA program could also be set 
up on the RPA to implement a precisely controlled  linear, 
thermal  ramp from a processability temperature, such as 
100 °C, up to a high cure temperature, such as 190 °C.  
Figures below demonstrate how this linear thermal ramp is 
50 % more sensitive to differences in scorch time than a 
corresponding isothermal cure test. 
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Because of this improvement in statistical test 
sensitivity, a new Part C was added to the ASTM D6204 
method for using the RPA as a processability tester.  Because 
this technique is commonly used in rubber technology today, 
it was felt that such a VTA configuration should also be used 
with our cure kinetics software to study the effects of 
deliberate changes in cure packages on curing properties. 

 
Experimental 

 
A series of mixed stocks with controlled variations in 

curatives were completed with a BR laboratory banbury and 
blend mill.  Model formulations based on sulfur cures for 
SBR and NR based compounds were used in this study as 
well as comparisons of different peroxide / promoter curatives 
in EPDM, CM, CR, and FEPM. 

 
Identification of coagents 

An RPA 2000 Rubber Process analyzer was used for 
establishing this data base.  

Forty-three rubber compounds were included in these 
experiments. 

 
Results 

 
From the testing of 42 different rubber compounds, 

many comparisons of EA and order of reaction were made as 
shown below in two examples. 

 

 
Also direct VTA vs. isothermal cure comparisons were 

made for sulfur and peroxide cures as illustrated below for 
EPDM. 

Coagent 
Abbreviation 

Chemical Name Trade Name 

TMA Trifunctional (meth)
acrylate ester 

Santomer 
Saret®SR517 

HVPBD High vinyl poly 
(butadiene) 

Sartomer 
Ricon®154 

PBDDA Poly(butadiene) di-
acrylate 

Sartomer SR307 

PDM N,N’-m-phenylene 
dimaleimide 

Sartomer SR525 

TAC Triallyl Cyanurate Sartomer SR507 

80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

SBR/NR Control

SBR/NR + 1.15 TBBS

SBR/NR Plus 5 Oil

SBR/NR Plus10 Oil

SBR/NR + 10Carbon Blk

85.81

93.66

89.96

87.21

91.98

EA KJ/Mole

EA KJ/Mole

Effects of Compound Ingredient Variations
on Calculated Energy of Activation (EA) 

for the SBR/NR  Model Compound

N = 0.94

N = 1.19

N = 0.95

N = 0.95

N = 0.97

145 150 155 160 165

DCP

DCP / TMA

DCP / HVPBD

DCP / PBDDA

DCP / PDM

DCP / TAC

154.74

163.14

154.26

157

160.62

151.09

Comparison of the Effects of Different Peroxide / Promotor 
Combinations of EPDM Compounds

on Calculated EA

EA, KJ/Mole
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Also comparisons were made by VTA vs. isothermal 
cures for CPE based compounds. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

1. The Reaction Kinetics Module of Eclipse® Software is 
very effective at measuring order of reaction (N) and 
energy of activation (Ea) for the 42 rubber compounds 
used in this study. 

2. Repeatability of these cure kinetics measurements, such 
as Ea and N, were very good, with a coefficient of 
variation of 1.6 % for the Ea. 

3. Typically conventional sulfur cures will be between 65 
and 140 KJ/Mole while peroxide cures will be between 
140 and 165 KJ/Mole for Ea. 

4. Typically conventional sulfur cures can deviate greatly 
from a first order reaction where many non-CPE 
peroxide cures can have an order of reaction (N) very 
close to unity. 

5. With conventional sulfur cures, increases in carbon black 
or oil can sometimes elevate the calculated Ea of the 
compound.  

6. Increasing accelerator loading or changing to an ultra 
accelerator for sulfur cures can increase the energy of 
activation (Ea). 

7. Adding a coagent to a peroxide cure can also increase the 
Ea. 

8. VTA can give better information (such as scorch times) 
during the early stages (onset) of cure. 

9. VTA can provide a better compromise in test lapse time 
for measuring changes that are occurring at the onset of 
cure vs. the ultimate state of cure  

10.  VTA is more sensitive to changes that occur at the onset 
of cure, especially with the peroxide cured halogenated 
elastomers (such as CPE and FEPM) in that not only the 
scorch time can be measured, but the VTA scorch 
temperature as well.  “Scorch temperature” might be 
more sensitive to real differences with halogenated 
elastomer compounds  than “scorch time” 

 
 
KL-03 
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS OF 
THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMERS –WHAT’S NEW 
 
JIŘÍ G DROBNÝ 
 
Drobny Polymer Associates, 11 Quails Way, Merrimack, NH 
03054 USA 
jdrobny@drobnypolymer.com 
 

Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are rubbery materials 
with fabrication characteristics of conventional thermoplastics 
and many performance properties of thermoset (vulcanized) 
rubber. Most of them are block and graft copolymers1, 
although current commercial products include combinations 
of hard polymer/and elastomer, ionomers and polymers with 
core/shell morphologies2. Considering such variety of 
materials, it is clear that their properties will be within a wide 
range, from soft rubbery, even gel-like to hard and tough at 
which point they approach the ill-defined borderline between 
elastomers and thermoplastics. TPEs can be processed by the 
same methods as most thermoplastic materials, such as 
polyethylene, polypropylene, and polyvinyl chloride. On the 
other hand, their basic properties are very similar to those of 
conventional rubber materials, such as natural rubber, SBR, 
EPDM, NBR, polyurethanes, and polychloroprene. 
Thermoplastic elastomers offer a variety of practical 
advantages over vulcanized rubber, such as simple processing 
with fewer steps, shorter fabrication times, and the possibility 
of recycling of production and post-consumer scrap. Current 
developments include TPEs resisting to media, such as oils, 
greases, fuels, cooling liquids as well as temperatures of 150 °C 
or higher3. 

These and other advantages are the main reasons why 
TPEs are being used in many industrial applications and their 
consumption has been growing at constantly increasing rate 
during the past two decades. This growth of thermoplastic 
elastomers market in the United States and elsewhere is 
gradually attaining commodity status, leading to a slew of 
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changes in terms of price and profit margins4. Their excellent 
performance capabilities and the environment-friendly nature 
of TPE continue to drive their market growth. Worldwide 
demand for thermoplastic elastomers is estimated at 4.1 
million metric tons with annual growth rate averaging 6.3 % 
(ref.5). 

Automotive applications represent currently nearly 30 % 
of the total worldwide demand for TPEs (ref.5).  Recent 
technological developments include new types with improved 
resistance to elevated temperatures, in some cases coupled 
with increased resistance to oils, fuels, cooling fluids and 
other chemicals. This opened greater potential for their under-
the-hood applications. This may include seals, hoses, tubes 
and different injection molded parts.  

Additional improvements include new materials and 
designs for the exterior, such as door seals, window seals, and 
glass encapsulation6. Moreover, TPEs are finding increasing 
use in the automotive interiors replacing many traditional 
materials. This contribution focuses on the most recent 
developments in materials and applications of the TPEs in the 
automotive industry. 

Traditional uses of TPEs in automotive sector include: 
styrenic wire and cable applications, styrenic bumper rub 
strips, grommets, holders and plugs, TPU sight shields, filler 
panels and bumper systems; TPU blow-molded bellows; 
olefinic wire harnesses, bumper covers, air dams, and air 
ducting; and copolyester gasoline tank caps, seat belt locking 
devices, and door latch covers.  

In general, TPEs offer several advantages: short 
manufacturing cycles, very low amount of production scrap, 
recyclability of the scrap and of post-consumer waste. 
Another advantageous process is overmolding, i.e. molding 
a thermoplastic elastomer material over another substrate, 
such as a hard plastic. This technology has developed 
developing rapidly over the past several years. 

Recent developments include new and/or improved 
materials, new and/or improved technologies as well as new 
applications. Examples of new or improved materials are: 
Specialty TPOs for vehicle exteriors and interiors7, high melt 
strength SEBS copolymers8,9, high performance TPVs 
(s-TPVs)3,10,11, high flow (low viscosity SEBS)4, bio-based 
TPEs, based on castor oil, polyols from corn, compounds with 
starch, monomers from biomass4, and monomers from sugar 
cane12. New and/or improved or modified technologies 
include blow molding or blow molding combined with 
sequential coextrusion13 as well as rotational molding14.   

New applications are driven by the following 
requirements: 
– Reduced weight of parts affecting the gasoline 

consumption 
– Environmental issues, such as lowering VOC, low odor, 

the use of sustainable materials 
– Oil and fuel resistance, heat resistance (often by 

replacing parts made from conventional vulcanized 
rubber, such as hoses, under the hood seals and window 
encapsulation, body glazing seals. Typical new 
applications are shown in Fig. 1 (ref.15). 
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Nylon 6 (PA) was reactively blended with poly(ethylene

-co-glycidylmethacrylate) (EGMA) at 70/30(PA/EGMA) wt. 
ratio. The reactive blending yielded a nano-salami 
morphology of the sub-μm EGMA particles in which 20 nm 
PA micelles are occluded by the pull-in of in situ-formed graft 
copolymer, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The alloy showed a strange tensile behavior; the tensile 
modulus decreased as the elongation speed increased1. Then, 
we adapted a nickname of  NOVA (non-viscoelastic alloy) for 
this alloy. NOVA was a rigid plastics, however, the necking 
was not observed during the tensile test but it deformed 
uniformly. It was apparently similar to the crosslinked rubber. 
It was so even for ultra-high speed tensile test of 36 km/h. 

NOVA was nicely injection-molded as shown in Fig. 2, 
suggesting the good melt-processability. The mold was for 
a hemispherical lamp cover. The hemispherical body was 
placed on floor and trampled very quickly (at the highest 
speed for ordinary man) by heel. It plastically deformed as 
shown by the right picture in Fig. 2. Even at the highly 
deformed state, there was not the whitened region which is 
commonly observed for the plastics. Surprisingly, the 
trampled body was completely recovered to the original shape 
by pushing back with hand. Memory of the large deformation 
did not remain.  

The results of high-speed falling weight impact test are 
shown in Fig. 3. A 193 kg weight fell from 0.5 m height 
(impact speed = 11.2 km h–1) on pipe sample. Neat PA 
crashed to tiny fragments immediately after the weight hit the 
pipe sample. The impact condition was so severe that 
a typical engineering plastics, PA, broke in the very brittle 
manner. Even for such severe impact test, NOVA did not break 
but it just deformed. It looks like rubber hose and steel can.  

The unique ductile deformation mechanism seems to be 
caused by the percolation of the dilation stress fields in PA 
matrix around the EGMA particles in which negative pressure 

Fig. 1. Nano-salami morphology 

Fig. 2. Injection-molded hemispherical body (1 mm thick, 130 mm 
diameter): as molded (left),  trampled (right), and recovered (left)  

Fig. 3. Video images during the falling weight impact test for pipe 
samples  (50 mm diameter, 150 mm height, 2 mm thick);  for neat 
PA (above) and NOVA (below)  

Fig. 4. Local modulus mapping of NOVA by AFM analysis 
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is evolved by thermal shrinkage mismatch2 between PA 
matrix and EGMA particles upon cooling from the liquid 
state. It is supported by an AFM analysis of local modulus 
(Fig. 4). 
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Alternative used tyres treatments to incineration are 

gasification and pyrolysis. Gasification is a thermal 
conversion process in default of air, while pyrolysis occurs in 
absence of oxygen. 

Used tyres pyrolysis is a well-known process, using 
different technologies since the 70’th.  Pyrolysis is performed 
in batch1 or continuous processes2, either at atmospheric 
pressure or under vacuum3,4. The more sophisticated 
processes were involving the reprocessing of used tyres into 
secondary raw material, gaseous, liquid or solid carbon 
products. Presently, given the market of raw materials and 
energy, the by-products valorization issued from used tyres 
thermal treatments did not find economically profitable 
outlets.  

Until very recently, tyre recovery treatments focused on 
benefiting from either the material or the energy outputs. 
However, today, due to recent technological advances 
coupled with a reconceptualization of how best to exploit both 
the material and the energy capacities of tyres, new generation 
of technologies, treatments and materials have evolved.  

Technologies available today at industrial scale for used 
tyres pyrolysis and gasification and their issued products will 
be presented. Depending on the valorisation paths after tyre 
pyrolysis or gasification, various end-products can be 
produced (scheme 1). 

Research is performed to upgrade the char to ensure 
specific physical and chemical properties of the issued carbon 
products5. This valorisation path could be coupled with the 
use of the energy produced by the combustion of gas and oils 
produced during the process.  
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In Japan, there are more than 2,800 buildings using 

elastomeric-seismic protection isolators since the first 
introduction of this kind in 1983.  The number increased 
dramatically after the Hyogoken Nambu Earthquake in 1995 
because of the excellent performance of that system. 

At The East Japan Giant Earthquake on March 11, 2011 
with magnitude 9.0 which was the fourth biggest earthquake 
in the world record in the history, there were more than 1,500 
buildings with this system in the east Japan area.  We could 
get very important data on the behavior of elastomeric-
seismic protection isolators at the real big earthquake. 

On the other hand, as a convener (TN) and a  secretary 
(NM) of ISO/TC45/SC4/WG9 (Elastomeric Isolators) and 
Chairman country (Japan), we could issue ISO 22762 (Part 
1~3) for elastomeric-seismic protection isolators on July 15, 
2005 and revised them on November 1, 2010 due to the 
technological progress in these field1.  Based on ISO 22762, 
we could issue Japanese Industrial Standard(JIS) JISK6410 
(Part 1 and 2) for elastomeric isolators for buildings on 
August 22, 2011 and for bridges (JISK6411) on March 21, 
2012 although they were issued after the giant earthquake.  
Anyway, these standards will contribute to protect buildings 
and bridges from big earthquakes in the future not only  in 
Japan but also in the world.  We will give short introduction 
on the science and technology of elastomeric isolators and 
show the performance of them under the giant earthquake.  
Then, we will present future problems for the elastomeric 
isolators for more important application. 

 
Scheme 1. Thermal treatment valorization paths and products 
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Seismic isolation and seismic-protection 
isolators 

 
Seismic isolation (hereafter SI) is an aseismic design 

concept to reduce the seismic force transmitted to the 
structure by supporting with a flexible element – elastomeric 
isolators – at the base or sometimes middle story of the 
buildings, to elongate the natural period of the structure and 
thereby decouples it from the ground (Fig. 1) 2. Basically, SI 
systems provide functions of restoring force and energy 
dissipation. SI has gained popularity in the recent decade as a 
counter measure for seismic protection of structures. This is 
especially true in Japan, where over 2800 seismically isolated 
buildings have been constructed or are under construction. 
Fig. 2 shows the growth of the number of SI buildings in 
Japan. It is obviously observed that the number has drastically 
increased after the 1995 Hyogoken Nambu (Kobe) 
earthquake. Since 1995, there occurred 7 major earthquakes, 
whose moment magnitude was more than 6.0, in Japan until 
the 2011 East Japan Giant Earthquake. The SI technology has 
been applied to many types of buildings as shown in Fig. 3. 
Apartment has the largest number of application, followed by 
office buildings, and hospitals. In these earthquakes, SI 
buildings verified its effectiveness by its performance during 
earthquakes. 

The principal requirements for elastomeric isolators are 
listed  below; 
1. Rigid stiffness to sustain vertical load for long term 
2. Flexible stiffness to shift natural period of structures 
3. Large deformation capability to absorb displacement of 

buildings during earthquake 
4. Durability for long term use 

The elastomeric isolator, made up with layers of 
alternating rubber and steel plates, as shown in Figure 4, is the 
most popular device to satisfy above requirements. The two 
components of the elastomeric isolators, rubber and steel 
plates, are bonded to each other by strong adhesion materials. 
The function of the steel plates is confinement of the rubber 
layers to support vertical loads with low horizontal stiffness. 
Generally, the ratio of the vertical and horizontal stiffness is 
over 1000.  Generally, the elongation of the rubber used for 
isolators reaches over 600%. The large deformation supposed 
at design level earthquake is typically around 400mm, and 
isolators are designed to have shear strain of around 200% at 
that displacement.  

 
Behavior at the east japan giant earthquake 

 
The main earthquake occurred on March 11, 2011 but 

there have been so many aftershocks since then. (Fig. 5) 
There were 7 major earthquakes larger than M7 and more 
than 200 times medium scale earthquakes with shaking degree 
stronger than level 4 by the end of 2011 and it is still 
continuing in less degree even now.   

Fig. 2. Growth of the number of SI building (Courtesy of Japan 
Society of Seismic Isolation 

Fig. 1. Principle of seismic isolation 

Fixed-base Base-isolated 

Deformation of isolator 

Fig. 3. Various application of seismic isolation 

Fig. 4. Basic construction of elastomeric isolators 
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There are 236 seismically isolated buildings in Tohoku 
area, and basically they showed excellent performance during 
earthquake. Figure 6 shows the response acceleration of SI 
buildings at several sites. All of them promote significant 
reduction, 1/2 to 1/3, in response acceleration from the peak 
ground acceleration (PGA) whereas 2 to 3 times amplification 
is observed in fixed-base buildings. And, no damage in 
isolators were reported, and no replacement or repair of 
isolators were conducted. The largest displacement of 
elastomeric isolators was 41.5 cm in Sendai, and still the 
residual deformation was only 1.5 cm or smaller3.  

 

 
This kind of report will never be possible without 

cooperation from many organizations like Government 
ministries, Japan Rubber Manufacturers Association(JRMA), 
and ISO/TC45, Japan Seismic Structure Institute(JSSI) and so 
on. 
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The word mobility is unavoidably connected with the 

verbs, change, travel, flow, fly, migrate or move – 
consequently it is not therefore surprising that its importance 
in the global megatrends is very high though whole human 
historical genesis. The megatrends have been continuously 
changing as a reflection of the actual society development; 
currently these can be summarized into three main streams: 
urbanization, rising world population and aging population in 
mature markets. Additional factor to be considered is the oil 
consumption and its remaining reserves. Turning them into 
the mobility context, in particular to its automotive part – 
producers are focusing strongly on car efficiency, driving 
experience and handling, and safety/accident-free driving.  

Polymeric materials give here several opportunities; in 
particular polymer composites have become already 
inevitable automotive materials and are increasingly used in 
several applications. Apparently, the key matrix material is 
the isotactic polypropylene and its copolymers – today, each 
passenger car contains more than 70 kg of PP based polymers 
being with approx. 40 % part of total plastics weight the 
predominant polymeric material in the car. PP already as a 
homopolymer possesses favourable mechanical properties, 
however for some already demanding applications in 
automotive the impact strength or stiffness are not sufficiently 
enough. However also here polypropylene offers variety of 
opportunities through its phase morphology variation and 
modification via fillers1,2. As a result the material can vary 
from soft material to the material with very high stiffness 
reaching easily the modulus of 10 GPa. Here the knowledge 
and availability of the multistep polymerization facilities (eg. 
Borstar®) and high compounding and compatibilisation 
competence is a key factor for production of advanced 
compounds (namely Daplen™, Nepol™, Xmod™)3,4. The 
materials can be then tailored to specific demands allowing an 
increase of the passenger and pedestrian safety, increasing the 
driving and travelling comfort, allowing the weight reduction 
and subsequent fuel consumption and reduction of the 
emissions, etc. 

Current expectation, needs and motivation to use 
reinforced polypropylene in the automotive industry will be 

Fig. 5. Time history of ground accerelation recorded in Tsukidate
-city, Miyagi-prefecture (from K-NET Tsukidate) 

Fig. 6. Examples of response acceleration of SI buildings compar-
ing with fixed-base buildings 
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presented from both market and technical perspectives. 
Special attention is paid to explain the need not only for 
traditional mechanical property interrelations (stiffness vs. 
toughness) but also for the other characteristics like 
aesthetical and haptic properties, emissions and odour, 
lightweight environmental requirements. Polypropylene 
compounds thanks to their versatility gives here several 
opportunities to fulfill such market needs. 
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The present work represents a new approach towards 
gaining insight into novel systems of copolyurethane 
elastomers (PUs) derived from complex dibenzyl hard 
segmentS, which are characterized by different packing 
structures in the PU hard domains1–5. A study has been made 
of inelastic effects in the deformation of PUs, where there is 
potential for formation of a two-phase microstructure (hard 
reinforcing particles embedded in an elastomeric matrix), but 
where the nature of the hard phase and the degree of phase 
separation can be controlled via the chemical structure and 
preparation conditions. The role of the hard segment structure 
was investigated. Two hard segments were compared, based 
on the diisocyanates: 4,4'-methylene bis(phenyl isocyanate) 
(MDI) and 4,4’-dibenzyl diisocyanate (DBDI), (Fig. 1 and 2).  

The conformational mobility of the flexible diisocyanate 
DBDI causes an unusually wide range of mechanical, 
physical and chemical properties, associated with the 

Fig. 1. Dashboard carrier made of 20% long-glass fibre PP com-
pound Nepol™ GB215HP (left); the relevant dashboard of BMW 
7 series (right)5 

Fig. 2. Some structural PP application: VW Golf VII dashboard 
carrier made of expanded 20% short-glass fibre PP compound 
Xmod™ GE277AI (upper); air intake manifold - 35% short glass 
fiber PP Xmod™ GB306SAF (bottom left); pedal carrier made of 
30% short glass fibre PP compound Xmod™ GD301FE (bottom 
right). The figures are not in scale 

Fig. 1. Extended conformation of 4,4'-methylene bis(phenyl isocy-
anate) (MDI) 
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possibility of pronounced phase separation into a domain – 
matrix morphology, and with a higher tendency to 
crystallization and self-association by hydrogen bonding, 
which is not available with the conventional MDI in melt-cast 
polyurethanes.  

Thus, new polymers were achieved, with a controlled 
ordering of copolymer hard segment blocks on the 
macromolecular chain2–5.  

A study has been made of a family of PUs, in which the 
chemical components were chosen as shown in Fig. 3. The 
materials were all synthesized by the authors in the Romanian 
laboratory. They were all three-component systems combined 
in stoichiometric proportions, and consisting of: (1) a 
diisocyanate (DI) generating hard segment (HS) (MDI or 
DBDI); (2) a soft segment macrodiol (MD) – poly(ethylene 
adipate) PEA, polytetrahydrofuran PTHF, or poly 
(caprolactone) glycol PCD; and (3) a small molecule diol as 
chain extender (CE) – anhydrous ethylene glycol EG, or 
diethylene glycol DEG. The macrodiols were all of molar 
mass Mw = 2000 ± 50 g mol–1. The three components were 
always mixed in the proportions HS:CE:MD = 4:3:1, giving 
hard segment mass fractions in the region of 30%, and 
isocyanic index I =100. The synthesis procedures followed 
was the pre-polymer route described previously by Prisacariu 
et al.1–3.  

The PUs mechanical responses were measured. 
Particular attention was paid to characterising the inelastic 
features – hysteresis, strain energy input and stress relaxation 
– and their variations between the materials. The same 
materials were also investigated by wide-angle X-ray 

scattering (WAXS and SAXS) to determine levels of 
crystallinity and phase segregation2,5.   

Stress-strain curves showed systematic differences. As 
seen in Fig. 4, the PU based on DBDI was observed to have a 
higher flow stress than its corresponding material based on   
the conventional diisocyanate MDI.  

The results shown here are for materials with PTHF as 
soft segment and EG as a chain extender.  

The same pattern was observed in polymers where the 
adopted macrodiol was PEA2.  

To obtain the true stress at break, tensile strength values 
were multiplied by  the extension  ratio  λ(= l /l0),  where  l  
and  l0 are  the extended  and  original  PU sample lengths and 
the true strain true λ elongation  at  break,  ε  ( ε =  λ  +  1). 

Strain cycles such as those in Fig. 5 showed large 
differences in hysteresis between the materials, on the first 
load-unload cycle to each value of deformation (emax). The 
DBDI polymers systematically showed higher first cycle 
hysteresis than those based on MDI, and this was enhanced by 
crystallisation of the hard segments. 

Fig. 2. Extended conformation of 4,4’-dibenzyl diisocyanate 
(DBDI) 

Fig. 3. Chemical structures of the PUs studied in this work 

Chemical structure of the 
co-polyurethane elastomers
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Fig. 5. Examples of cyclic deformation for selected PUs from 
Fig. 3 after extension to various maximum nominal strains emax 
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The presence of DBDI hard segments instead of the 
conventional MDI hard segments led systematically to 
increases in: the input strain energy to a given elongation, 
hysteresis and residual strain under cyclic loading, and stress 
relaxation. 

The primary differences between the polymers in Fig. 4 
and 5 arise solely from the higher flow stress of pure DBDI 
hard phase, resulting from its crystallinity. As shown 
elsewhere, optimum response was obtained by us with mixed 
MDI and DBDI hard segments1,5.  

The strengthening process in segmented PUs and filled 
elastomers in general, depends on the properties of the matrix 
and the dispersed phase hard domains (or fillers). Hard 
domains are primarily responsible for high strength, the 
matrix playing a subordinate role.  

The strengthening process is also influenced by the PUs 
hard segment content. The flexible soft domains influence the 
PUs elasticity, making important contributions towards the 
hardness and modulus of the material, while the hard domains 
mostly affect modulus, and also determine the upper use 
temperature by their ability to remain associated at elevated 
temperatures5.   

The influence of the increasing the hard segment percent 
from 20 % to 100 %, on the mechanical properties was 
followed. The study of the stress– strain response included  
load-unload cycles to a nominal strain of 3, at constant rate of 
extension, with measurement of hysteresis and strain 
recovery, as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. 

Increasing the hard segment percent led systematically 
to increases in the input strain energy elongation. With 
increasing the hard segment percent, polymers based on 
DBDI hard segments, displayed higher stiffness and strength 
than the conventional MDI-based PUs. Both features of the 
response were attributed to differences in hard phase plastic 
flow stress, resulting from crystallinity in the DBDI phase. 
With increasing the hard segment percent from 20 % to 
100 %, lower strain recovery and strain energy recovery on 
cycling were observed in the case of PUs derived from 
dibenzyl structures. Inelasticity (residual strain, hysteresis) 
increased with increasing the hard-phase percent and was 

greater for DBDI hard segment than for MDI. Young modulus 
values increased proportionally with increasing the isocyanate 
content and were higher in the case of materials with DBDI.    
      In all cases the more mobile DBDI structure led to hard 
segments with a higher tendency to self associate evidenced 
by higher melting points and crystallization tendency which 
was visible even when such structures were included in the 
polyurethane soft segment matrix. The X-ray diffraction 
patterns of Fig. 8 show that crystallizability of DBDI based 
PU largely remains even after of inclusion of soft segments. 
The crystallinity was however, considerably reduced with the 
incorporation of MDI1,5. 

The dominant results from this work were the 
differences between polymers based on the two hard segments 
DBDI and MDI. Hard domain hydrogen bonding and 
crystallinity exerted strong influences on inelasticity of PU 
elastomers. The hard domains did not act simply as rigid 
crosslinks for the soft domain 

The results were interpreted in terms of a physically-
based constitutive model framework previously proposed2,5. 
This revealed that the observed effects of varying hard 
segment could all be explained by the hard domains having a 

Fig. 6. Tensile load/unload cycles for a thermoplastic material  
based on DBDI: (EG-PTHF-DBDI,I = 100), at strain rate 0.03 s-, 
with increasing the hard  segment percent from 20 % to 100 % 
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Fig. 8. WAXS patterns of a PU based on the flexible diisocyanate  
DBDI 
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higher flow stress in the presence of DBDI relative to MDI, 
associated with increased hydrogen bonding in DBDI-based 
polymers, which is enhanced in some cases by hard segment 
crystallinity.  

Results of the mechanical tests were interpreted in terms 
of a physical model in which the stress was separated 
objectively into two distinct contributions: an elastic-
viscoplastic stress b rising from bond-stretching in the hard 
phase, and a hyperelastic stress c,2,5. The response b  was 
elastic-viscoplastic, so during steady-state flow 

, and stress-strain data 
for load/unload cycles were processed to determine separately 
the bond-stretch and conformational contributions to the 
stress. This separation has been carried out in the case of the 
EG-PEA combination and varying DBDI content2. The 
primary effect of the presence of DBDI hard segments was 
shown to be a substantial increase in b, for any given 
elongation, as a result of the closer self-association of hard 
segments by hydrogen bonding. This single effect of the 
DBDI has been sufficient to explain most of the DBDI-
induced differences in the observed mechanical response, 
across the range of materials studied.  

This revealed that the observed effects of varying hard 
segment could all be explained by the hard domains having 
a higher flow stress in the presence of DBDI relative to MDI, 
associated with increased hydrogen bonding in DBDI-based 
polymers, which is enhanced by hard segment crystallinity 

The measured constitutive response showed 
characteristic features of a two-network material, where, at 
any instant, the free energy of deformation had two 
contributions. These arised from  simultaneous stretch of 
a hyperelastic network and, of another elastic network where 
thermally activated viscoplastic flow allowed relaxation of 
stress. A plausible speculation was that these two 
contributions arised from the soft segments without and with 
constraint from incorporation of their end blocks in hard 
phase, respectively. The validity of such a model for the 
present case was evidenced by the consistency of its 
predictions with physical reality. In terms of the model, the 
higher stresses and lower recovery of strain and strain energy 
observed with the DBDI based polymers all resulted from the 
higher flow stress of pure DBDI hard phase, resulting from its 
crystallinity. Regardless the type of the diisocyanate (MDI or 
DBDI), the apparent hyperelastic network contributions in all 
the studied polymers,  were observed to be closely similar, 
consistent with the fact that they all had the same soft phase 
structure2,5.  

The results from this study provide new insight into the 
physical origin of inelastic effects in reinforced elastomers, to 
assist with the development of physically-based constitutive 
models. 

 
This work is dedicated to Professor Adrian Caraculacu, 

formerly Professor at Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry 
Petru Poni, Iasi, Romania. 
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Introduction 
 

The automotive market is flooded with basic chemicals 
and additives for the production of rubber and polymeric 
materials. All added chemicals have their function in the 
polymer system and are due to their presence influencing the 
final material properties. However, many of the presented 
substances are still reactive and their quality is appearing 
differently on the market causing specific defects. In many 
cases when giving analytical support on defect analysis or 
emission properties, it is crucial to define if the detected 
chemical is an external contaminant or not. Surprisingly, 
many defects are caused by a side reaction from a basic 
additive or monomer in the rubber or polymer itself.   

For such a group of chemicals there exists already an 
abbreviation concerning safety assessment and food 
contamination by polymers. The European commission 
defined the term ``non-intentionally added chemical 
substances`` (NIAS) in Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 on 
Plastic Materials and Articles Intended to Come into Contact 
with Food1. Substances used in the manufacture of plastic 
materials or articles may contain impurities or degradation 
products originating from their manufacturing or extraction 
process. These impurities are non-intentionally added together 
with the substance in the manufacture of the plastic material. 

The definition of NIAS can be expanded to the term 
``intentionally added chemical substances`` (IAS) when it 
comes to study the presence of original products in rubbers 
and plastics. During the investigation of defects and 
contaminants related to polymer and rubber mixtures, the 
abbreviations IAS and NIAS can be taken over from the food 
contact scientific community. The IAS is added with 
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a particular function in the rubber or polymer while the NIAS 
is added as a side product or appearing as a reaction/
recombination product. The term IAS or NIAS exclude by 
their definition any contamination from external sources. 

Concerning the car interior environment, visual and 
health aspects are very important for the customers. For the 
producers of car interior compounds the choice of an 
appropriate IAS is important due to the risk of many defects 
(smell, fogging, discoloring, blooming, migration, 
degradation, cracking, etc.). It is recommended to foresee 
unwanted reactions and presence of NIAS in the polymer with 
eye on the risk assessment and external influences during the 
product lifetime. Generally, if the IAS creates a too much 
problematic NIAS, it is recommended to replace the IAS in 
the rubber or polymeric application for a less ``risky`` one. 

From the analytical perspective, many defects or 
mechanisms can be explained by using mass spectral methods 
like direct inlet mass spectrometry (DI-MS), thermal 
desorption-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (TD-GC-
MS) or pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(PY-GC-MS). Especially when it comes to target and non-
target screening of trace analytes for the study of defects like 
discoloring, fogging or odor these methods are very helpful.  

 
Intentionally added chemical substances (IAS) 

 
Rubber or polymeric systems are based on a 

combination of engineered chemicals which all have their 
specific function. Their function can be necessary for the 
polymerization or stabilization process but in the final product 
they can harm the requested properties concerning the marked 
requirements. Problems with IAS are more related to their 
concentration in the polymer or rubber mixture. Such an 
example is the use of triethylene diamine (TEDA) in 
polyurethane sealing or foam. TEDA is a very effective amine 
catalyst during the foaming reactions of polyurethane but 
might create problems with fogging on other colder car parts 
when this polyurethane is used as a car seat or sealing. 
Moreover, the use of amine catalysts in polyurethanes should 
be dosed properly due to their high influence on the smell 
properties of the final product.  

An aliphatic brominated flame retardant like 
hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD) is an effective flame 
retardant used in car interior parts and one of the key IAS 
concerning consumers` safety. Due to the fact that this 
brominated flame retardant is not covalently bounded with the 
polymer there is a potential risk that this rather insoluble 
compound is migrating on the surface of the product resulting 
in white blooming defects (Fig. 1). Therefore the dosage of 
HBCD should be done very precise. 

An important IAS are chemicals used for surface 
treatment of polymers. Paints and varnishes based on 
acrylates contain residual solvents. Such types of varnish dry 
immediately after solvent evaporation. But when applying the 
varnish on a polymer surface the solvents gets solved into the 
polymer and after a time trapped between the dried acrylate 
layer and the polymer. Another observed problem with such 
products is the stacking and storing of such products, where 
the residual solvent vapors are getting stuck between 2 
finished products. Traces of residual solvents (e.g. ketones or 
alcohols) migrate slowly through the coating surface and 

influence highly the smell properties of the final product. 
Many rubber applications use octasulfur, accelerators 

and oil as main key additives. Despite the fact that they are 
crucial for the vulcanization and protection of the final 
product, they are the most frequent IAS detected in rubber 
blooming defects due to the fact that a fraction remains un-
reacted and migrate quickly toward the surface. Concerning 
the oils in rubbers, TD-GC-MS as an analytical tool has the 
advantage to compare oil distributions (Fig. 2). The 
comparative method between a defect and reference sample 
can distinguish the use of wrong processed oil as IAS. Both 
oil distributions in the chromatogram are different. Beside the 
hydrocarbon distributions also the identity of the oil can be 
distinguished by mass spectrometry (aromatic oil, aliphatic 
oil, fatty acid based or silicone oil).   
 
Non-intentionally added chemical substances 
(NIAS) from the polymer 

 
 A majority of defects in rubbers and polymers for car 
interior applications are caused by NIAS as side reaction 
products from the major IAS compounds. Starting from the 

Fig. 1. Textile from a car door panel used with white HBCD 
blooming defect 

Fig. 2. Comparison of chromatograms after TD-GC-MS analysis 
showing a comparative analysis of 2 rubber sealing samples 
(reference sample-more left side/aliphatic and a defect-more right 
side/fatty acid) 
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polymer itself, each polymer contains a fraction of oligomers 
which are remaining un-reacted in the polymer. Due to their 
volatility their presence might cause some smell defects, 
increase emissions properties or blooming.  

In case of acrylonitrile-(butadiene)-styrene (ABS) the 
monomers from SAN are during the polymerization 
recombining by a Diels-Alder cyclo-addition reaction. The 
ever presence of Diels-Alder trimers in ABS increase the 
FOG value measurement according to VDA 278 with 0,5-20 
ug g–1 n-hexadecane equivalent1. Blooming on car interior 
parts consisting of ABS by these NIAS has already been 
observed.  

Polyurethane sealing based on polyester polyol release 
cyclic polyesters which cause fogging defects. On colder car 
parts there was condensation of vapors observed from the 
cyclic ester of terephtalate-butanediol-terephtalate-butanediol 
(Fig. 3). 
 
Non-intentionally added chemical substances 
(NIAS) from additives in polymers 

 
Polymer additives like antioxidants should establish 

stability in the polymer and avoid degradation of the polymer 
during the processing and lifetime. During the ageing of the 
polymer the antioxidant should sacrifice its availability to the 
polymer. Irgafos 168 is a common antioxidant used in 
polymers. Initially this one is presented in its phosphite form, 
as IAS. When oxidizing, the phosphate form is remaining, as 
NIAS. By TD-GC-MS polymers can be evaluated on their 
additive composition and so the ratio between the irgafos 168 
as phosphite and phosphate can be screened. Irgafos 168 is 
initially designed to oxidize and hydrolyze forming free steric 
hindered alkylphenol, However, the presence of the phosphate 
form of irgafos 168 is an indication of the additive quality. 
The higher the phosphate form the more the additive (and 
probably the polymer) was exposed to oxidation. 

Steric hindered phenolic antioxidants like butylated 
hydroxytoluene (BHT) and BHT releasing antioxidants like 
irganox 3114 are in many cases subject for discussion due to 

the fact that the BHT from irganox 3114 is seen a NIAS. BHT 
is able to get yellow under certain pH conditions or to get red 
after nitration with the environment. Therefore there should 
be paid attention on the usage of acid scavengers in PP and 
residual Ziegler-Natta catalysts and their influence on the pH 
in the polymer.  

The use of bigger additives, like pentaerythritol 
diphosphite based hindered phenolic stabilizers, are an 
important part from the molecular architecture of the polymer 
due to the non-blooming properties. However such type of 
additives are easily hydrolyzing and the phenolic hydrolyzates 
are reacting further resulting under certain conditions into 
discoloring defects. Big phenolic anitioxidants based on 3,5-
bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxy-benzenepropanoic acid like 
irganox 1010 and irganox 1076 can undergo a backbiting 
reaction making a phenolic cyclic product which results in 
discoloring of the final product and blooming (Fig. 4 and 5).   

Ester based plasticizers in polymers added as IAS can 
easily hydrolyze and release free alcohols. These free alcohols 
like iso-nonylalcohols (hydrolyzed or residual) from di-
isononylphtalate have a strong influence on the smell 
properties of the final product (Fig. 6) and create a significant 
increase on the VOC and FOG value according to VDA 278.  
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Fig. 3. Chromatogram after TD-GC-MS analysis showing the 
peak of a cyclic ester of terephtalate-butanediol-terephtalate-
butanediol from polyester based polyurethane found in a fog 
layer on car glass   
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Fig. 4. Chromatogram after TD-GC-MS analysis showing a peak 
of 7,9-di-tert-butyl-1-oxaspiro(4,5)deca-6,9-diene-2,8-dione from 
a car part with discoloring/blooming defects 

Fig. 5. (a) Hydrolysis reaction of 3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-
hydroxy-benzenepropanoic acid ester (like irganox 1010 or irgan-
ox 1076) (b) backbiting reaction resulting in 7,9-di-tert-butyl-1-
oxaspiro(4,5)deca-6,9-diene-2,8-dione  
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Non-intentionally added chemical substances 
(NIAS) from additives in rubbers 
 

An essential NIAS influencing the smell and fogging 
properties are the degradation products from accelerators. 
Chemicals like benzothiazole, sulphenamines, alkylthiurams 
and thiocarbamates are breaking down and causing volatiles 
which are found as emissions in emission tests like VDA 278 
or PV 3341 (ref.2). Thiuram disulfide based accelerators as an 
example gives high emissions of carbondisulfide. 
Mercaptobenzthiazole based accelerators gives 
carbondisulfide and aniline emissions.  
 
Conclusion 
 

Many defects in polymers are caused by side-reactions 
coming from the main components like monomers, 
antioxidants which are defined as IAS. These side-reactions 
result in degradation products called NIAS which are 
responsible for several specific defects like blooming, 
smelling, cracking, fogging and coloring. Both of them (IAS 
and NIAS) are influencing directly the car interior properties 
by their overall composition. Minor influence from the 
external environment has been observed.  
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Permanently growing consumption of plastics and 

rubbers in automotive industry accompanies development and 
production of all types of cars during their whole history. 
A wide variety of plastic materials, their composites, 
sandwich structures etc. are used, modified and developed for 
a greater comfort, safety and lower fuel consumption. 
Polymers are highly appreciated compared to metals with 
respect to their low density, simple processing of very 
complicated product shapes, application comfort and 
ecological aspects of their application. Some examples of 
basic plastics with their fundamental characterization will be 
presented – above all polypropylene, polyethylene, 
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymers (ABS), poly
(butyleneterephtalate), polycarbonate and polyamides. 

Five families of materials can be distinguished – metals, 
ceramics, glasses, polymers and composites (combinations of 
two or more materials – above all combination of polymer 
matrix and filler, etc.). All these materials are used in car 
construction.  

Synthetic polymers are the “youngest” materials family 
known approx. only 100 years and play now an irreplaceable 
role in car production. Application of polymers was tightly 
connected with development of automotive industry – in 2010 
around 9 % of world polymer production was consumed in 
automotive. The first production of cars was for many years 
bound with cellulosics (cellulose nitrate), modified cassein 
and late with phenolics. The great revolution began with the 
large scale production of thermoplastics in 60ties of 20th 
century– mainly polyolefins, later by the development of 
engineering thermoplastics and reactoplastics. 

Nowadays plastics form 8–9 per cent of car weight (but 
the volume fraction is due to valuated low specific gravity 
higher) – except the plastics we have to include to the 
polymer consumption also rubbers, coatings and textiles – 
together polymers form around 15 % of car weight.  

Plastics play a fundamental role in construction of 
modern cars and improve the comfort of usage and influence 
positively many ecological aspects. Consumption of plastics 
has increased every year in automotive industry because of 
their relatively low cost, ease in manufacture and design, 
flexibility, chemical resistance. Choice of polymeric material 
depends basically on mechanical and physical properties but 
also on ageing, degradation characteristics, surface properties, 
styling requirements, visual appearance etc. Weight of 
polymers (plastics) influences the engine efficiency, which 
means the overall fuel economy (plus emissions).  

Twenty eight per cent of plastics consumption in typical 
mid-size vehicles is formed by polyolefins. The most widened 
commodity polymer polyethylene (PE) does not play so 
important role in automotive as polypropylene (PP). PP 
frequently modified or filled is applied in interior (instrument 
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panels) or also in exterior (bumpers) of cars. A low glass 
temperature of PE is appreciated for preparation of different 
car components above all for production of multilayer fuel 
tanks and fluid reservoirs. 

Consumption of both aliphatic-aromatic polyesters and 
polyurethanes has exceeded ten percent in automotive 
industry. Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is used as fibre 
forming material in car interior – carpetings, seat coverings, 
floor mats. Structurally close poly(butylenes terephthalate) 
(PBT) serves as irreplaceble material for electric systems, 
connectors, fuse boxes etc. and other underhood application. 
Both polyesters are semicrystalline but differ in the rate of 
crystallization. 

Next special polyester – polycarbonate (PC) – is 
amorphous with excellent optical properties and acts 
preferably as material for head-lights and spot-lights. Highly 
regarded toughness can be additionally improved by blending 
with PBT. 

Another amorphous material – terpolymer of 
acrylonitrile – butadiene-styrene (ABS) – in fact forms two 
phase system with excellent balance of properties for different 
interior and exterior car components.  

Only a part of polyurethane (PUR) family behaves as 
plastics but different combination of chemical substances can 
form crosslinked structures – hence reactoplastics, foams and 
elastomers. The diversity in PUR structures determines the 
miscellaneous application areas in automotive – dampers, 
gaskets, seats, cushionings (seats), foams for sound, noise and 
vibration reduction. 

Polyamide (PA) engineering plastics continually replace 
metals in underhood application. Two basic aliphatic 
polyamides – PA6 and PA66 (filled frequently with glass 
fibres) constitute more than 90 % of polyamide consumption. 
Well known applications are in air and cooling systems (air 
intake manifold, fans, shrouds, air bags). 

Various polymers are used in over 1000 different parts 
of all shapes and sizes in cars, from instrument panels and 
interior trim to bumpers and radiator grilles, fuel tanks and 
engine parts. The material selection for a particular 
application will depend primarily on the ability to meet the 
required specification and also on polymer price and total 
systems cost. The total systems cost includes the polymer, 
processing and tooling and assembly, and is a prime 
consideration for cost-conscious car manufacturers. 

Commodity polymers, engineering polymers and high 
performance plastics are used to manufacture more 
demanding applications in the car. The most valued properties 
of engineering plastics for automotive applications are their 
high heat resistance, dimensional stability, strength and 
resistance to a range of chemicals. These properties have led 
to the replacement of traditional materials such as metals and 
reactoplastics in motor vehicles. 
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Shark® extruder gear pump system consists of 

a Transfermix single screw extruder in conjunction with 
a gear pump (see also Fig. 1). The latest development includes 
a second extruder gear pump System (Combex) for side 
feeding as schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Gear pump #1 as 
used for the Shark® provides total output control of the setup 
with a high precision.  

Output control of the Combex side feeder is given by 
gear pump #2 (see Fig. 1). Thanks to gear pump technology 
compound B, re-work material or high concentration chemical 
batch can be injected by the side feeder into the Shark® for 
continuous compound blending and mixing.  

Fig. 1. Typical schematic of the Shark® extruder gear pump sys-
tem with Combex side feeder 
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In case of continuous compound blending up to 50 % 
compound B can be injected by the side feeder. Inside the 
Shark® the Transfermix zone ensures sufficient mixing of the 
two compounds A and B. VMI’s unique Transfermix single 
screw extruder design features an exchangeable Transfermix 
section.  

In case of different mixing requirements the Transfermix 
barrel can be exchanged to provide the right mixing 
efficiency.  

Additionally, the Transfermix extruder can be equipped 
with a Vacuum zone for degassing of moisture or other 
substances to ensure profile extrusion without porosity.  

Both machines, the Shark® main extruder as well as the 
Combex side feeder, are fed with continuous rubber strips.  

Besides compound blending the side feeder allows 
injection of pre-dispersed, polymer bound chemicals for 
continuous final mixing during extrusion.  

A further application is for precise injection of re-work 
material such as uncured rubber profiles (for example: side 
wall, tread…). Due to the Shark® technology with Combex 
side feeder the injected amount of re-work material can be 
exactly maintained.  

Furthermore, it is possible to mount a cutting unit to the 
outlet of the Shark® for integrated production of rubber 
preforms.  

VMI offers Shark® extruder gear pump systems with 
side feeder for an output range starting with 150 kg/up to 
4.000 kg/h. A typical production machine design is 
represented in Fig. 2. This machine consists of a Shark® 90 
main extruder with a Combex 90 side feeder for continuous 
compound blending including production of preforms in just 
one process step. Optionally the head mounted to the Shark® 
provides space for a strainer plate to offer integrated 
compound straining if required.  

 
 

At VMI-AZ Extrusion in Runding (Germany) a test 
machine is available for customer testing. This particular 
setup consists of a Shark® 120 with a 75 mm side feeder 
including rapid screen changer for optionally straining and 
a cutting unit in case of integrated preform production.  

 
Montech rubber testing instruments 
 

MonTech rubber testing instruments, Buchen, Germany 
is specialized in development, production as well as service 
and calibration of rubber testing instrument. With over 
15 years experience MonTech is today one of the leading 
manufacturers of rheological testing equipment for rubber and 
polymers.  

MonTech products include the fully automated Moving 
Die Rheometer Series MDR 3000 Basic in various versions – 
these totally new entry level testing instruments with Basic 
features include full automation capabilities to a very 
attractive price.  

Also the new laboratory platen press series LP 3000 as 
well as a new bale cutter for laboratory usage, CP 3000 have 
been recently added to the MonTech product portfolio  

Besides this MonTech also offer software systems for 
quality control, laboratory workflow management, recipe 
development as well as international laboratory link systems. 

This systems make it possible to set-up a global quality 
control network within a company or also with an integration 
of customers and suppliers – this means all quality relevant 
data can be accessed from any workstation in any lab which 
finally leads to a more consistent and stringent quality control 
process.  

Another new type of instrument is a density testing 
instrument for uncured rubber RD 3000 – the first bulk 
density testing instrument which works fully automated and 
can optionally be equipped with sample storage and feeding 
systems.  
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Layout of Shark® 90 with Combex 90 side feeder including 
cutting unit for integrated preform production 

Fig. 3. Test setup for compound blending with Shark® 120 and 
side feeder at VMI-AZ Extrusion in Runding, Germany 
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Introduction 

 
Natural fibers and wood (= lignocellulosics) have 

become of interest to reinforce thermoplastics like PP, 
producing novel natural fiber composites (NFC) and wood 
polymer composites (WPC)1–3. Along with cost saving 
aspects and expected ecological benefits, the main motivation 
driving these developments is related to the mechanical 
property profiles of natural fibers and wood. Combined with 
their low density, NFCs and WPCs may result in lighter 
weight structures when compared to conventional PP 
composites (like PP-talc or PP-glass)4–6.  

Despite high industrial interest in NFCs and WPCs7–10, 
and significant scientific efforts, the actual market penetration 
of such materials is still rather limited, at least in injection 
molding applications. The question remains if this is because 

those materials do simply not fulfill the requirements for 
potential applications, or if the industry just hesitates from 
implementation because of the challenges and uncertainties 
still associated with those rather novel compounds. Thus, 
a prime objective for this work is to find out what WPCs and 
NFCs are really capable of at the moment, and to identify the 
most straightforward ways to improve their properties (by 
modification of the fiber/matrix interface). Furthermore, the 
impact performance, a weak point of WPCs, has been 
investigated in more detail. Finally, the optimization of 
compounding processes, and methods for determining wood 
and moisture contents are discussed. 

 
Substitution potential 

 
When this work was started, no comprehensive 

overview existed on the mechanical property profiles of NFCs 
and WPCs. Thus we attempted to compile such an overview, 
and also a comparison with commercial composites based on 
mineral, glass and carbon fiber reinforcements10. Furthermore, 
commercially available NFC and WPC compounds were 
compared with the mechanical property data taken from the 
scientific literature, to find out to which extent new 
developments are implemented in industrial products. 

 
All of the data presented here is taken from scientific 

literature or material data sheets provided by the suppliers. To 
ensure a sufficient comparability of the material property 
values, only data generated utilizing injection molded 
specimens and applying equivalent test procedures and 
conditions has been included. 

The “Ashby plot” was chosen as means of presentation. 
In terms of relevant properties, Ashby plots were generated as 
tensile strength vs. tensile modulus for the reinforcement 
constituents, and as tensile strength vs. tensile modulus, and 
impact strength (Charpy unnotched) vs. tensile modulus for 
PP and its composites.  

Looking at commercially available composites, it is 
obvious that WPCs fulfill expectations based on the data 
published in scientific papers. Thus, they are superior to 
PP-talc for tensile properties (Fig. 1), but inferior for impact 
properties (Fig. 2). As to the commercial NFCs, the situation 
is more complex. The fact that tensile property data published 
in the scientific literature are superior to that of the available 
composites means that there is probably still room for 
improvement of the latter. On the other hand, progress has 
been made in improving NFC impact performance, with the 
highest performance achieved by employing Tencel® and 
Kraft pulp fibers as reinforcements. Interestingly, commercial 
compounds show higher values than those published in the 
scientific literature.  

Overall, the substitution potential of WPCs and NFCs 
can be summarized as follows: NFCs can largely compete 
with PP-glass fiber composites (PP-gf) for stiffness and 
impact properties, but not for strength. PP-gf still provides the 
best balance of stiffness and fracture toughness, limiting the 
substitution potential of the more novel composites. WPCs 
can exceed PP-talc for tensile properties. The relatively low 
impact strength remains the weak point of the partly natural 
composites, but more recent developments show some 
improvement. Finally, it has to be said that there has been a 
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tendency to overestimate the substitution potential of NFCs 
and WPCs in recent years. Over-optimistic prognoses 
regarding the replacement of glass fiber reinforced 
composites are, at least from the mechanical performance 
point of view, simply unrealistic. 

 
Interface modification 

 
The chemical incompatibility between hydrophilic 

lignocellulosic or cellulosic fibers or particles and 
hydrophobic matrix polymers like polyolefins is an inherent 
downside of NFCs and WPCs alike. Numerous strategies to 
overcome this weakness have been investigated, with varying 
success. Basically, these approaches can be classified into two 
categories: Fiber- and matrix-based strategies, respectively. 
While the former require a pretreatment of the fiber, the latter 

rely on additives which are deployed in the compounding 
process11. 

Several reviews on fiber/matrix interaction in NFCs and 
WPCs are available, however, none of them focuses on 
polyolefinic composites and compares modification strategies 
based on quantitative material data. Thus, we have considered 
only papers in which the effects of a compatibilization 
strategy on composite mechanical properties or water 
absorption are given. To allow for comparability of the effects 
reported, we have focused on PE and PP-based short fiber or 
particle reinforced compounds, with specimens prepared by 
either compression or injection molding.  
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imetric fiber content (e.g. 20-30 Hemp means PP with 20–30 % 
hemp fibers) 

Fig. 3. Effects of various fiber-based modification treatments on 
the properties of NFCs and WPCs. For each strategy, full symbols 
represent the upper limit, and open symbols the lower limit as 
found in the literature 
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Summarizing the data presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it 
can be said that approaches based on maleic anhydride grafted 
polyolefins (MA-POs; as applied as matrix additive) and 
silanes (as applied to the fiber) are most thoroughly 
investigated, and also most promising for NFC and WPC 
interface modification. Considering that MA-POs are 
commercially available in a broad variety, very easy to apply, 
and allow similar improvements in compounds as silane 
pretreatments, they can be deemed as the best coupling agents 
available to date. 

 
Impact performance  

 
In studies conducted together with our partner Borealis 

Polyolefine GmbH, WPCs with low filler content for injection 
molding applications were focused on. To at least partly 
overcome the impact strength deficiency of this material 
class, a highly impact modified PP copolymer was employed. 
On the basis of this matrix type, compounds with various 
wood and natural fiber types were prepared and tested. A very 
fine-grained talc type was used as reference filler.  

Surprisingly, when increasing the filler content, notched 
Charpy impact strength (NIS) saw a drastic decline in the case 
of wood particles, while it remained more or less unchanged 
in the case of talc. The most straightforward explanation for 
this phenomenon is probably related to the difference in mean 
particle size. While the talc type used is in the range of 5 μm, 
wood particles typically employed in WPCs are usually 
between 200–1000 μm in size. However, when employing 
lower mean particle size lignocellulosic fillers, unnotched 
Charpy impact strength (IS) did increase (Fig. 5), while NIS 
was only minimally affected (data not shown). 

In this context, it is interesting to note that coupling or 
interface modification can have quite different effects on IS 
and NIS, respectively (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). While IS usually 
benefits from improved compatibility, NIS is often increased 
to a lesser degree or even reduced. This is probably related to 
the contribution of two different fracture mechanisms: In IS 

testing, the total fracture energy is dominated by crack 
initiation, which is facilitated by low adhesion at the fiber/
filler-matrix interface. In NIS testing, on the other hand, fiber/
filler pull-out is an important mechanism increasing the 
energy for crack propagation. The latter, however, can be 
impeded by improved fiber/filler-matrix compatibility. 
Obviously, impact performance is an issue which deserves 
further scientific efforts. 

  
Processing and Quality Control 

 
The compounding of wood and natural fiber reinforced 

composites is demanding, mostly due to the thermal 
sensitivity and hydrophilicity of such reinforcements. 
However, on parallel co-rotating twin screw extruders, as the 
most relevant compounding systems, an optimized screw 
configuration and temperature profile facilitate the production 
of high quality compounds. In this context, it can only be 
highlighted that the removal of volatiles, like water vapor, is 
the single most important factor in NFC and WPC 
compounding. Efficient degassing improves homogeneity and 
process stability, and reduces the required energy input.  

When it comes to commercial production, quality 
control methods for filler and moisture content determination 
are required. In contrast to mineral fillers and glass fibers, 
simple incineration of a compound is not sufficient for 
content determination in the case of lignocellulosics. 
However, offline rheometric and thermogravimetric methods, 
respectively, and online near infrared based methods (NIR) 
can be employed for this task. Compound moisture content 
determination is very important for further processing, 
particularly by injection molding. Simple heating balance 
methods might not be reliable for low filler content materials. 
For such compounds, also the abovementioned NIR methods 
represent an interesting alternative which can be implemented 
online in production. 
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Conclusion 
 
Despite not quite fulfilling expectations as to their 

substitution potential, polyolefin-based NFCs and WPCs are 
promising lightweight, low cost composites. Additivation 
with MA-POs is the method of choice for achieving optimal 
properties. The impact behavior, the most significant 
drawback of these composites, is complex and as yet not fully 
understood. Processing problems associated with 
lignocellulosic fillers can largely be avoided by careful design 
of the compounding process, and the implementation of 
adapted quality control methods. 
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Abstract 
  

Rheology has become a powerful method to characterize 
structure and especially processing rubber polymers and 
compound. In practical application often only standard 
rheometers are used operating far from processing. This paper 
introduces three possibilities in area of material research and 
quality control to bridge the gap between test and process 
deformation and allows predicting material processing. 

Especially tests for analysis of structure and predicting 
processing in the area of compression molding and simple 

extrusion can be performed by the dynamic rheometer Visco-
Elastograph in the frequency range of 0.01–50 Hz and at 
strain rates up to 1200 %. Data of frequency sweeps 
displaying the flow behavior are presented and correlated to 
other methods. The right selection of fillers for certain 
application can be assisted by amplitude sweeps showing the 
reinforcing effect of different fillers on polymer-filler 
networks (Payne effect). Detection of loss angle of the 
vulcanized compound at different frequencies can predict 
damping behavior of the final part. 

The major part of processing is done by extrusion and 
injection molding were capillary rheometry is the most similar 
test method also for rubber compounds. Data of wall slip 
behavior show different processing behavior only to be seen 
in testing by capillary rheometry. A new tool to analyze flow 
instabilities is presented. Here flow instabilities for different 
rubber compounds occurring in the process can be displayed 
in a small scale before processing. The high selectivity of this 
powerful tool is shown by an example of EPDM extrusion 
compound. Further the option pVT 
(pressureVolumeTemperature) can measure shrinkage 
behavior after vulcanization and can be used for mould design 
and the behavior at low temperatures for sealing materials. 

The QC test device for testing under extrusion and 
injection molding conditions RCR (rubber capillary remoter) 
is introduced. Some comparison between MDR testing with 
no selectivity and high selectivity of RCR to processing is 
presented.  Further a method to estimate viscosity data under 
curing conditions is presented for injection molding 
simulation of thermo sets. 

Concluding three interesting test methods are presented, 
which give much more detailed and useful information than 
the conventional testing of Mooney and only cure behaviour. 
  
Introduction 
 

Rheometry in rubber industry is mainly performed using 
Mooney rheometer and MDR rheometers, measuring far from 
the range of processing deformation. Because of the non 
linear behavior of the materials a prediction of processing 
behavior is often not possible because of missing selectivity 
or is even wrong. Rubber materials contain waxes and 
plasticizer, which lead to slip behavior in processing. 
Conventional rubber testing instruments cannot detect this 
effect while capillary rheometry can give nice predictions of 
difficult processing areas. Flow instabilities are only detected 
by manual observation of extrudates; while using the option 
shark skin for capillary rheometers and extruders can easily 
separate between different extradite qualities. 

Wrong processing behavior often is recognized after 
starting production. This leads to a waste in production time. 

 
Experimental  
 
Dynamic testing 

 
Dynamic testing is performed on Visco-Elastograph (see 

Fig. 1). Visco-Elastograph is a dynamic rheometer with 
closed and sealed chamber for rubber and thermoplastics and 
quasiclosed paste chamber if also liquids should be tested. 
Deformation frequencies in the range of 0.01 to 50 Hz and 
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deformation amplitudes in the range of 0.01–90° (app. 
1250 % max. strain) can be set for test conditions.  

The device is equipped by a high resolution servo drive. 
The operation methods are: 
– frequency and amplitude sweeps under pre or post cure 

conditions, 
– vulcanization isothermal or non-isothermal,  
– ramp relaxation. 

Flow curves are obtained by frequency sweeps in the 
range of 0,1–50 Hz. The Payne effect is studied by amplitude 
sweeps in the range of 0,1–50° oscillation angle. 

 
Capillary rheometry 

 
Tests of capillary rheometry are performed on 

a Rheograph 75 twin bore 15 mm barrel with 75 kN piston 
force with PVT option isothermal isobar (See Fig. 2).  

Correction of entrance pressure loss is performed by 
a simultaneous measurement of a long die L/D 20 and a zero 
length die.  

Wall slip velocity, a very important material property 
especially in rubber processing, is obtained by the model of 
Mooney using dies of the same L/D ratio but different 

diameter (e.g. 20/1 mm and 40/2 mm length/diameter). Before 
performing Mooney correction, the data are Bagley corrected. 
Slip velocity is calculated only from differences in the flow 
curves dies of different diameters. Therefore a measurement 
with high accuracy is needed. Sensitivity and reproducibility 
of pressure measurement of the series Rheograph 20–120 is 
improved by more than one decade which aids the precise and 
selective determination of wall slip velocity. 

Especially in extrusion flow instabilities can occur 
which are detected by the option Shark Skin. 

Here high acquisition pressure transducers are located 
inside a slit die (Fig. 3), which can detected the high 
frequency oscillation when instabilities occur were 
conventional transducers do not detect or show only part of 
the pressure signal.  

A comparison of the pressure signal detected by 
a conventional pressure transducer before the die and a fast 
acquisition transducer inside the die is given in Fig. 4. 

Measured pressure oscillations are analyzed by the 
software in regard of frequency and amplitude. Pressure 
oscillations correlate to surface defects, which is analysed and 
proved in ref.2. 

Beside rheological and flow behaviour shrinkage 
behaviour is one of the most important parameters. This is 
measured using the option pVT for capillary rheometers. PVT 
option for Goettfert capillary rheometers (see Fig. 5) is the 
only available capillary rheometer option, which can measure 
isothermal (at step of constant temperature and changing 
pressure) or isobaric (at constant pressure applying a certain 
cooling rate). 

Fig. 1. Visco-Elastograph with closed chamber (top) and quasi 
closed chamber (bottom) 

Fig. 2. Goettfert Twin bore capillary rheometer and principle of 
measurement 

 Optimization of extrusion, blow and cast film process
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Fig. 3. Option shark skin to detect flow instabilities 

Fig. 4. Pressure signal comparison conventional versus fast 
acquisition transducer 
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For the test the material is filled and a sample of a height 
of 10–20 mm is generated where different pressures are 
applied by a sealed piston under different thermal conditions. 

 
Processability test with new test possibilities 

 
To generate a processability test for injection mould and 

extrusion the RCR1 was generated with basic functions of the 
Rheovukameter and gives excellent correlation especially to 
extrusion and injection molding. The device (Fig. 6) now is 
been upgraded with a servo electric drive so beside pressure 
controlled operation also speed controlled operation is 
possible according injection molding processing. 

For rubber testing the device is equipped with a piston, 
a test chamber (short barrel) with die and mould. In the mode 
“open mould” an extrusion test similar to a capillary test is 
possible. The new RCR allow running 3 speed or pressure 
steps within one test, thus a three point flow curve can be 
obtained in less than 5 minutes including cleaning. In the 
mode “closed mould” an injection molding test can be 
performed. Heat insulation between Chamber and mould 
allows to set different temperatures in the plasticizing area of 
the chamber and mould similar to the cold runner injection 
molding principle.  

Results and discussion  
 
Dynamic testing 

 
Flow curves of different NBR compounds of the same 

recipe measured by frequency sweep using the Visco-
Eastograph are shown in Fig. 7. By repeating sample B a clear 
and selective difference of the compounds can be seen 
showing higher viscosity in the hole measured shear rate 
range predicting also higher pressure in processing for sample 
A. Shear rates of the measurement are in the range of 
compression molding and compounding.  

The stability of a filler network of different strains as 
they occur in processing or use of the vulcanized rubber can 
be analyzed by a strain sweep. G´and G´´ are calculated from 
measured torque and loss angle. A silica based compound 
measured shows in Fig. 8 a constant storage modulus G´ over 
a wide range of strains before the filler network collapses and 
the in this case the storage modulus drops even below the loss 
modulus. This example shows a stable level up to app. 50 % 
strain, which indicates the operation area for the final part. 

 
Capillary rheometry 

 
Different processing behavior of two samples of a 

fluorelastomer compound cannot be explained by corrected 
shear and extensional viscosity. Therefore also Mooney 
correction is applied on a corrected flow curve of a die 20/1 
and 40/2. Fig. 9 shows the corrected flow curves measured by 
these two different die lengths. On the left side for the batch 
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easy to process both curves nearly overlap and show only 
slight differences. The curves of the sample with high 
production waste on the right side of Fig. 9 are different over 
a wide range. 

On the previous data Mooney correction is applied and 
slip velocity is plotted versus shear stress, as process 
parameter. Slip velocity from Mooney correction in Fig. 10 
shows a big difference between the batch easy to process, 
were slip velocity is nearly zero, and the batch of high 
production waste, where slip velocity is high in a wide range 
of shear stress. 

Materials are processed by injection moulding. The 
analyses of the stress level in processing shows that the main 
peak of slip velocity for the material with high production 
waste occur in the area of the stress level in the plasticizing 
unit. Therefore poor plasticizing of the compound is generated 
causing high production waste.  

Two EPDM extrusion compounds with similar 
rheological behaviour show different extrusion quality at 
a shear rate of app. 5000 1/s. One was smooth and the other 
showed a rough surface. Both materials are analysed by the 
Option shark skin for capillary rheometers. Fig. 11 shows for 
both compounds pressure peak as a function of frequency 
from pressure oscillation at two shear rates. Both compounds 
show smooth signal at shear rate 2513 1/s. Compound A with 
rough surface shows pressure oscillations of 1 decade higher 
pressures than smooth signal while compound B also a shows 
smooth pressure signal. Thus an effective test of the 
behaviour in production can be performed in small scale by 
this capillary rheometer option. 

Shrinkage behavior of a HNBR compound is analyzed 
using PVT option in the temperature range from –20–180 °C. 
The pVT diagram (spec. volume versus temperature for 
different isobaric lines) in Fig. 12 shows begin of transition 
region from 0–20 °C depending on pressure and for the 
highest pressures the glass transition point below –15 °C.  
These PVT data can be used for design of sealings in low 
temperature application, were sealings loose their sealing 
force due to shrinkage. Further pVT volume measurement 
(three dimensions) is more related to practical application 
than single dimension thermal expansion measurement. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Stress versus shear rate of two fluorelastomer compounds 
with different slip behaviour 
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Processibility test using RCR with new test 
possibilities 

 
Viscosity test is performed in extrusion mode in a two 

step mode of different pressure using RCR for different SBR 
raw polymers and compared to Mooney viscosity data. Fig. 13 
shows a 30 % difference at high pressure generating high 
shear rates while Mooney measurement shows less than 4 % 
difference which is near the area of Mooney measurement 
selectivity but also in a reversed order. For the low pressure 
step at the RCR, the difference between the materials is lower 
and in the same order as the Mooney test.  

Measurement in injection mode is performed on two 
batches SBR compounds of different processability and 
compared to conventional vulcanization measurement in 
Fig. 14. Vulcanization measurement (left) shows only slight 
difference in loss angle and the increase of torque while the 
volume curve gives about 30 % differences indicating the 
problems of processing. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Conclusions  

 
Three different measurement devices with various test 

methods are presented. Dynamic testing by Visco-Elastograph 
gives more detailed information of structure and processing in 
the area of compression molding and extrusion. Capillary 
rheometry with several options allows predicting processing 
behavior and is an effective tool for the analysis of problems 
in processing.  The processability test with the upgraded RCR 
is a fast and effective QC test. 

 
The option shark skin for capillary rheometers is 

developed in collaboration with Prof. Wilhlem KIT Karlsruhe, 
Germany. We thank Prof. Wilhelm and his team for the 
effective collaboration on this project. 
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